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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. An important family of 
completely prime primitive ideals of the enveloping algebra U(g) are those 
which are the annihilators of modules induced from a one dimensional 
representation of a parabolic subalgebra p. A distinctive feature of such an 
ideal I is that Fract U(g)/Z admits a maximal commutative ad g invariant 
subfield K. (This result was established in [6,4.3] for regular parameters 
and is presumed to hold in general.) 
1.2. Just for the moment let g be any algebraic Lie algebra and G its 
algebraic adjoint group. Take IE Prim U(g) and let K be a commutative ad 
g invariant subfield of Fract U( g)/I. Recently Moeglin and Rentschler [ 111 
have shown that K is G invariant and in fact for some closed subgroup P 
identifies with the function field on the homogeneous space G/P. The 
importance of this result is that it enables them to show that I is induced 
from a primitive ideal in U(p) where p denotes the Lie algebra of P. 
1.3. Return to our previous situation. For our purposes we prefer to 
regard K as the fraction field of the ring A of regular functions on an 
appropriate translate of the big open cell of G/P. Indeed it is in this way 
that the existence of K is most easily established. Of course A is no longer 
G invariant; but it is still ad g invariant and moreover as a g module lies in 
the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand 0 category. (More precisely, it identifies 
with the Co dual of a generalized Verma module with zero highest weight.) 
Conversely one may easily show that any completely prime ring which as a 
g module lies in the 0 category arises in the above fashion (3.6). 
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1.4. Take g = al(n). Recently Moeglin [lo] has shown that the com- 
pletely prime primitive ideals of U(g) form a relatively small part of Prim 
U(g) and indeed are all induced. One may easily anticipate how this result 
should extend to arbitrary semisimple g. In view of this and the remarks in 
1.2 it is natural to study ad g invariant subrings of Fract U(g)/l: ZE Prim 
U(g) which as modules lie in the 0 category. Such a ring A need not be 
completely prime and then it is natural to ask if the difference between 
Prim U(g) and its completely prime part is reflected in the difference 
between such rings and those which are completely prime. 
1.5. Let A be a ring in which g acts by derivations, that is, a g-ring. We 
say that A is an O-ring if as a g module it lies in the 0 category. A 
remarkably general result in Dixmier [3, 3.3.21 implies that the minimal 
primes of any g-ring are g stable. (I needed the influence of both Goodearl 
and Small to convince me of the existence of this result and I would like to 
thank them for their perseverance.) Call a ring semiprime if the intersection 
of its minimal primes (i.e., its prime radical) is zero. Here we classify all 
semiprime &rings. Remarkably any such ring is a finite direct sum of prime 
O-rings and any prime O-ring A is the tensor product of a finite dimen- 
sional simple ring and the centre Z(A) of A which is completely prime 
(5.6). Furthermore all prime O-rings occur by simply generalizing the 
construction above taking a finite dimensional (not necessarily simple) 
module of p and inducing. 
1.6. A key property of an U-ring A is that it always satisfies a Capelli 
identity (4.1). Consequently the prime radical and nilradical of A coincide 
[12, II, 2.51. This need not imply that the nilradical N of A is nilpotent 
because we do not have either noetherianity or finite generation. However, 
Razmyslov’s theorem [ 13, Theorem 33 does imply, for any finitely 
generated subalgebra B, that N n B is nilpotent and we can conclude that 
N itself is nilpotent by analyzing weight space decomposition. Con- 
sequently if A is an ad g stable subring of Fract U(g)/Z with I primitive (or 
even just semiprime) then N = 0. Our classification of semiprime O-rings 
thus provides a negative answer to the question raised in 1.4. 
1.7. Apart from Razmyslov’s theorem we also use a deep result of 
Formanek [ 14, 5.1.61 on prime rings with a polynomial identity (pi. 
rings). Although there has been some discussion of pi. rings in the context 
of Lie algebras (for example, Kostant’s very neat proof of the Amitsur- 
Levitsky identity 19, Theorem 3.4]), our analysis is the first example where 
the use of p.i. theory makes a tricky problem in enveloping algebras quite 
easy. (Here I should like to thank Amitsur, Braun, and Formanek for 
useful discussions concerning p.i. rings.) 
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1.8. An O-ring is not assumed to admit an identity, as this turns out to 
be unnaturally restrictive. In 5.2 it is shown that a semiprime O-ring 
automatically admits an identity. 
2. GENERALITIES ON 0 MODULES 
2.1. Let g be a split semisimple Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic 
zero. Let 
g=n@h@n 
be a triangular decomposition [ 3, 1.10.141 for g and set b = n 0 h. Let Z(g) 
denote the centre of U(g). We shall say that a U(g) module M belongs to 
the 8 category if 
(i) dim U(b) m < co, Vm E M. 
(ii) dim(Z(g)/Ann,,,,M) < co. 
(iii) A4 is a direct sum of its b weight spaces M,:p E IJ* which are 
finite dimensional. 
2.2. Let p denote the half sum of the positive roots R+ defined relative 
to the above triangular decomposition. For each p E h* let M(p) denote the 
Verma module [3, 7.1.41 with highest weight p - p and L(p) its unique 
simple quotient. One has M(p), L(p) E Oh8. By 2.1(i) and the universality 
of M(p) any ME Oh0 which is simple is an image of some M(p) and so the 
L(p) are exactly the simple objects in 0. By 2.l(ii) each ME 060 admits a 
primary decomposition with respect to Z(g) and by [3, 7.4.73 each primary 
component has simple subquotients amongst the L(w,u) where p E h* can 
be assumed fixed and w runs through the Weyl group W (which is finite). 
Then 2.1 (iii) implies that a given L( wp) can only occur finitely many times 
and consequently each ME Ob6 has finite length. Again the L(p): p E h* 
are absolutely simple [3, 7.1.11 (ii)] and so length does not change under 
field extension. Clearly L(p)” is just the highest weight space of L(p) and so 
0 < dim M” < cc for all non-zero ME Oh@. 
2.3. For each non-zero root a~ R let X, denote the element of a 
Chevalley basis of weight ~1. Let a-‘a denote the Chevalley 
antiautomorphism of U(g) defined on g through ‘X, =X,, Vcr E R. Given 
ME Ob0, let 6(M) denote the space of locally h finite elements of h4* 
where the g action in M is defined with respect to the Chevalley 
antiautomorphism. One checks that ME 060 and 6 is an exact con- 
travariant functor satisfying d2 = Id. 
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2.4. Let Bc R+ denote the set of the simple roots. For each B’ c B let 
pE 3 b denote the parabolic subalgebra with Levi factor (setting 
R’=ZB’nR) 
r~,=b@ c kX, 
%ER’ 
and denote by m,, its nilradical. Set rn, =‘mg.. We shall sometimes omit 
the B’ subscript. 
For each tl E R set a” = 2a/(a, a). Take p E h* such that (p, x”) E N + for 
all CI E B’. Then pw admits a unique up to isomorphism simple finite dimen- 
sional module V&AL) with highest weight p - p. Set 
which is usually termed a generalized Verma module. 
One easily checks for each ME ObO that H*(m,,, M)* identities 
canonically with H*(m,, 6M). This gives the following result. Let d( .) 
denote Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
LEMMA. Suppose A4 E Obc? satisfies dim H”(mBS, M) = 1. Then there 
exists p E I)* satisfying (p, LX”) = 1, Vcc E B’ such that A4 identifies with 
a submodule of 6M&). Moreover, M= 644,,(p) if and only if 
d(M) = $ard( R - R’). 
The hypothesis implies that 6M satisfies dim(bM/m,SM) = 1. Let V be 
an h stable complement to m,6M in 6M. By weight space considerations it 
follows that 6M= U(m,) I/. Then 6M is filtered by the rgS submodules 
(m,)’ 6M: f = 0, 1, 2, . . . . with successive quotients that are finite dimen- 
sional. Thus 6M is rsS locally finite and since rBS is reductive we conclude 
that I/ may be assumed rBj stable. Then V identifies with the one dimen- 
sional U(p,.) module I/&) with p E h* satisfying (11, c(” ) = 1, V’or EB’. By 
universality 6M identifies with a quotient of MB,(p) and (as is well known) 
we have 6M= M,.(p) if and only if d(6M) = f card( R - R’). This proves 
the lemma. 
2.5. Take h4 E ObO and set Q(M) = {p E h* 1 M, # 0). Let V be an h 
stable complement o n-M in M. By the above dim V= dim(M/n -M) = 
dim M” < co and by weight space decomposition one obtains that 
M= U(n) V. Consequently there exists a finite set pI, pLz, .. . . pr (namely 
G(M/(n-M)) in h* such that 
Q(M) = u (PL, - NW. (*) r=, 
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If Q’ is a subset of O(M) and TE N + we set 
rQ’:= {v,+v,+ ... +v,Iv~EIR’). 
LEMMA. Take ME 060. There exists a finite subset 52’ c Q(M) such that 
L<,!,I 
SQ’ + t(.Q(M) -i-2’) 5 Q(N) (**) 
. . 
for every non-zero submodule N of M. 
Since M has finite length it is enough to choose Q’ such that (**) holds 
for each non-zero simple submodule N of M. Consider such a submodule 
N. By (*) there exists iE { 1, 2, . . . . r} and v E NB such that N has highest 
weight ,u~ - v. It is hence enough to pick Sz’ such that each term in the left- 
hand side of (**) does not contain the finitely many elements of the above 
form. With respect to (*) set 
Fix REP++ and consider the sets T= {(~>P)IP~Q(W), 
Ti = { (5, p) 1 p E 52,). Choose a direct sum decomposition k = k’ + Q of k as 
a Q vector space. Let us write (t, pi) = ri +m,/n,: rie k’, mi, n,E Z with 
ni>O. Set n=n,.n,...n, and m=sup(O,m,,m, ,..., m,}. Since (5, V)EN 
for v E NB we have 
Tic~i+m-~FV. 
n 
Moreover, if (& = p - vii} is the set of highest weights of the simple sub- 
modules of M, then we can write 
for some I, E N. 
Set I=n(2m+l+s~p{O,l~}) and take Q’=(p~Q(M)j(5,p)= 
z + (m - i/n): i = 0, 1, . . . . I and r E k’). Clearly 
pi-vlvENB and (5, v)$:+i--m 
I 
which is a finite set. Hence Q’ is a finite set. By construction 
Q(M)-Q’= p~Q(M)l(&p)=5+ 
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Hence for all s < r 6 t + 1, we have s&Y + t(a(M) - !Z’) c 
bEQ(WI(t;,P)=t- u where u > -m + t((l-- 2mn)/n), r E k’} and so by 
construction for r >, 2 and hence t > 1 we have I, 4 ssZ’ + t(G(M) - 52’), as 
required. 
3. COMPLETELY PRIME O-RINGS 
3.1. Here we classify O-rings which are completely prime when the base 
field k is also algebraically closed. Although their structure results from our 
general theorem, it is worthwhile to single out this special and important 
case for which the analysis is significantly easier. 
3.2. Let A be a completely prime O-ring over an algebraically closed field 
k. The subalgebra A” is completely prime and, by 2.2, finite dimensional 
over k. Hence dim A” = 1. Quite generally we have the 
LEMMA. Let A be an O-ring such that A” is one dimensional and com- 
pletely prime. Then A is commutative. 
Since A” is h stable and one dimensional, it is an h weight space which 
by integrality must be of weight zero. Then by 2.4, it follows that A iden- 
tifies with a submodule of 6M(p). Consequently ,ULE Q(A) implies p ~0. 
Suppose A is not commutative. Then there exist weight vectors a,, b, E A 
such that 
cyfv := [a,, b,] #O. 
As the highest weight space of A is just A” hence commutative, we can 
assume ,D + v maximal with this property. Then for all c( E R+ we have 
Xacp+, = CXaay, &I + [a,,, J’,b,l = 0 
by maximality and so cP + y EA”. Hence p+v=O and so p=v=O which is 
clearly impossible. 
3.3. To analyse further the structure of A it is convenient (though not 
entirely essential) to have the following technical result. Call a root y E R+ 
quasi-simple if there is exactly one /I E B such that (/?, y) > 0 and if on 
writing 
Y= 1 k,a 
ZEB 
(*) 
one has k, = 1. 
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LEMMA. Suppose y E R + is quasi-simple. Choose /I E B such that 
(/I, y) > 0. Then y = p or y - j3 is quasi-simple. In particular every quasi- 
simple root is a sum of distinct simple roots. 
Writing y as in (*) we conclude that 
(Y”, Y) = (Y”, B) + c k,(Y”> a) G (Y”, P). zEB-(p) 
Suppose y #B. Then the above inequality implies that y is a short root and 
D a long root. Apart from type G, which can be easily analysed indepen- 
dently we further conclude that equality holds and (y, CX) = 0 whenever 
k, # 0. From 
1 = (P”, Y) = 2+ c MP”, a) X#P 
we conclude that there exists 8’ E B such that (p”, j3’) = -1 and k,, = 1. 
Moreover, we can write 
y=P+B’+ C k,cr, 
2tB- {B.B’) 
where k, #O implies (a, B) = 0. Then (Y-P,~)=(Y,cc)-((~,cc)=O 
whenever k, # 0 and CI # D’. Thus y - p is quasi-simple. 
3.4. Let us write B= B’LIB”. Set R’+ = NB’n R+. 
COROLLARY. Take y E R+ - RI+. Then either y E B” or there exists BE B 
such that ~-PER+ -R’+. 
Suppose y $ B” or equivalently that y is not simple. Then there exists 
BEBsuchthat(y,B)>Oandtheny-pER+.Ify-BER’+onemusthave 
p E B” and with respect to the sum occurring in 3.3(*) that k, = 1. If 
(y,cr)>O for some WEB-{a}, then y-UER+-R’+ so we can assume 
that (y,a)bO, VUEB- (8) without loss of generality. Hence y is quasi- 
simple and not simple. Such a root can be viewed as the sum of roots 
occurring in a connected Dynkin diagram. Thus we see that there exists 
LXEB- {fi} such that y-HER+--R’+ as required. 
3.5. Let us describe how to construct completely prime O-rings. As we 
may wish to give more details elsewhere we shall be brief. Fix B’ c B and 
let E be a one dimensional representation of pBC, hence of the form V,.(p) 
where p E h* satisfies (p, c(“) = 1, t/cc E B’. Recalling that g = nt, On,, it 
follows that M,.(p) := U(g)OUC,,,, VB@) identifies (as a vector space) 
with U(nt,) and then by the symmetrization map with S(m,). For each 
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yER+ - R’+ (notation 3.4) let qm.y denote the vector X-, in the Chevalley 
basis considered as an element of S(nr;.). Then S(m;,) identifies with 
k[qp;.:yER+ -RI+] which we write simply as k[q]. Set py=d/3qP7. 
Then the pr:y~ R+ -R’+ generate a polynomial ring which we simply 
write as k[p]. The algebra generated by the q-?,p;,:yER+-R’+ is 
denoted by k[q, p] and identifies with a Weyl algebra of index dim m,. It 
may be viewed as the algebra of differential operators on S(m,) and hence 
identifies with a subalgebra of End S(m,). Now after Conze [2, Sect. 21 
the map of U(g) into End S(nr,), defined by the action of U(g) on M,.(p) 
and the above identifications, factors to an embedding z of 
U(g)/Ann M,.(p) into k[q,p] and moreover t(X) is first order in the 
qm ;.:“JER+ -R’+ for each XE g. We easily conclude that the subring 
k[p] is ad g invariant. Moreover one easily checks that as a g module 
k[p] identifies with (GMeZ(p))“” where w0 denotes the unique longest 
element of W. (To make sense of the above, identify bvO as the 
automorphism of U(g) obtained by taking the product of the Chevalley 
and principle antiautomorphisms.) 
From the above we see that 6M&) admits the structure of a 
polynomial ring k[p] with generators py : y E R+ - R’ ’ Moreover, 
by taking E to be a finite dimensional (not necessarily simple) U(p,.) 
module we can similarly give the prime ring End E @k[p] an Is module 
structure. Furthermore, if we let 1~~. denote the unique longest element 
of w,, and take EZ V&L) with wP,p antidominant, then one may 
show that End E @ k[p] identifies with an ad g invariant subring of 
Fract(Wg)/Ann M,b)). 
3.6. Let A be an O-ring. We shall write A r 6M,.(p) to mean that A is 
isomorphic to the O-ring constructed in 3.5. 
PROPOSITION. Let A be an O-ring such that A” is one dimensional and 
completely prime. Then there exists B’ c B such that A g 6M,,(p). 
From 3.2 and [7, 3.21 it is immediate that A is a polynomial ring. 
However, we shall want to say a little more, basically that the generators 
can be constructed in a canonical fashion. 
Set B’={ccEBIA-.=O}.ThendA isaquotient of 
and so A is a submodule of 6M,.(p). In particular A”IB reduces to scalars. 
Furthermore, for all fi E B - B’ =: B” one has 
Ofdim A-,,ddim M,.(p) 8= 1, 
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and we let pes denote the unique non-zero vector in A-, satisfying 
x,p-fl= 1. 
The above construction of pPs is obviously canonical. We cannot make 
quite the same construction for the remaining y E R+ - R’+ since in general 
dim M,(p) ~;, > 1. However, by 3.4 for each y E R + - R’+ there exists a 
sequence yO, y, , . . . . y, with y0 = y, y[~ B” and fii := y, - y,-, E B. Fix such a 
sequence for each y and set p-y:=X~c1,X~p2...X~B,~Ip~y,. Define an 
ordering on ;ZB through p 3 v if p - v E FY B. Since 6 - y is not a weight of 
6M&) unless 6 - y E -N B, we obtain X6pPY = 0 unless 6 d y and then 
one easily checks that X,p y = 1 up to a non-zero scalar. From these 
relations and Taylor’s lemma (cf. [7, Sect. 21) it follows that A is just the 
polynomial ring over k with generators pPy : y E R+ - R’+. In particular as 
a ring, A has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension equal to fcard(R - R’). Then 
from weight space decomposition (which allows one to compare growth 
rates) it is easy to check that A also has this Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 
when considered as a finitely generated submodule of 6M,(p). By 2.4 we 
conclude that A = 6M,(p) as a U(g) module and by the canonical nature 
of the above construction that there is exactly one algebra structure 
possible making 6M,(p) an integral domain (even just that (GM,(p))“‘B 
be integral). This proves the proposition. 
Remark. We can interpret this result as saying that 6M,.(p) admits a 
unique U-ring structure in which the one dimensional subring (6M,(p))” 
has non-trivial multiplication. Moreover, every completely prime 0 (with k 
algebraically closed) arises in this fashion. 
Note that 6M,(p) has a non-trivial multiplication if and only if 
(6M,.(p))” has a non-trivial multiplication. This follows by an inductive 
argument on weights along the lines of the analysis in 3.2. 
4. GENERALITIES ON O-RINGS 
4.1. The remarkable fact (3.2) that a completely prime O-ring is com- 
mutative suggests that in general the centre Z(A) of an o-ring A should be 
very large. The natural way to prove such a result is to appeal to p.i. 
theory. Indeed in the language of p.i. theory let 1,: n = 1, 2, . . . be a family 
of alternating, multilinear identities with Z, of degree n; for example, 
the standard identity [14, 1.2.131. For each n E N +, set Z,(A) = 
k{Z,(a,, a*, . . . . a,,): aiE A}. 
LEMMA. Let A he an O-ring. Then Z,,(A) = 0 for all n sufficiently large. In 
particular A satisfies a standard identity. 
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One easily checks that I,(A) is a g submodule of A. Let Q’ be the subset 
of G(A) in the conclusion of 2.5. Since Sz’ is finite, it follows from 2.l(ii) 
that 
Y:= 1 dimA,,<co. 
{‘ER 
Choose n 3 2r. Since I, is alternating we can assume in computing 
I,,(a, 2 02, . . . . a,,) that the entries are weight vectors and linearly independent. 
It follows that 
Q(Zn(‘4))c (j sQ’+(n-s)(Q(A)-Q’) 
r=O 
which by 2.5 is only possible if I,,(A ) = 0. 
Remark. By a very similar reasoning it also follows that A satisfies a 
Capelli identity. However, since we are in characteristic zero this also 
follows from 4.1 and [S]. 
4.2. It is worth noting two ways that 4.1 can fail if we relax some of the 
conditions 2.1(i)-(iii). First let A = U(g)/Z where I is a two-sided ideal of 
U(g) of infinite codimension. Consider A as a g module for the adjoint 
action. Then A is an infinite direct sum of modules in the 0 category. Here 
2.1 (iii) (and possibly also (ii)) fails because already ( U(g)/l)h is infinite 
dimensional (as an easy consequence of Kostant’s theorem [3, 8.3.81). In 
general A admits infinite dimensional simple modules and so [ 12, II,3.1] is 
not a p.i. ring. 
Again choose p(, v E Q* and consider the tensor product M(p) @ M(v) as 
a g module for the diagonal action. Through the isomorphism 
and applying Engel’s theorem to the locally finite b module M(v), we 
conclude that M(p) @ M(v) admits a p-filtration, that is, a filtration by 
U(g) modules such that each gradation step is a Verma module, and here 
M(p + v - p - 5): 5 E NB occurs exactly P(t) times where P( . ) is Kostant’s 
partition function [3, 7.5.71. Now assume that ALE -NB. Then 
M(p)@M(v) satisfies 2.1(i) and 2.l(iii), though not 2.l(ii). Yet by 
[3, 7.8.151 any finitely generated submodule of M(p) @ M(v) lies in 0 and 
so we conclude that M(p)@ M(v) is an infinite direct sum of modules in 
the 0 category. In particular the tensor algebra y(M(p)) of M(p) is an 
infinite direct sum of modules in the B category satisfying 2.1(i) and 2.l(iii), 
but not 2.l(ii). Being a free algebra it is certainly not p.i. 
We may further use the above example to construct a nilpotent U-ring A 
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having any desired degree of nilpotence. Choose a positive integer n, take 
PE -NB and let A, denote the quotient of S(M(p)) by the nth power of 
its augmentation ideal. Then A’,’ = 0; yet A; ’ # 0. However, as yet A, is 
still an infinite direct sum of modules in the category 0 and (more 
precisely) admitting a p filtration. Now each 5~ $NB can be written 
uniquely in the form 
and we set 
Fix a positive integer I and consider the colinite subset 
of $JB. If we can “send to zero” all Verma modules in A, of the form 
M( - 5): 5 E Q, then the resulting quotient will be an O-ring. (We need the 
factor of 4 because p E $NB; but in general p $ NB.) 
Take v,, v,E~NB. By say [S, 1.9.81 we have Ext’(M(v,), M(v2))=0 
unless v2 > v, (i.e., unless v2 - v,~~/).Nowv~3v~impliesthat Iv,j3(v,I 
and so we conclude that in a module M with a p-filtration the factors 
M( -4): 5 E Q, can be placed “below,” that is, we can find a submodule N 
of M for which N and M/N admit a p-filtration and N has exactly all the 
Verma module factors M( -5) of A4 with 5 E Q,. Furthermore, if 
SEQ,,Y]EF+JB then M(-t)@M(-‘I) and M(-r)OM(-<) have a 
p-filtration with all factors M( -5): 4 E Q,. From these two observations it 
follows that the desired process corresponds to dividing A, by a g invariant 
two-sided ideal. Choosing 1 sufficiently large so that A; ’ has a non-zero 
image, we obtain the required nilpotent algebra. This analysis also 
indicates that it may be too difficult to classify all nilpotent O-rings. 
4.3. Let A be a ring. We define the prime radical p - rad(A) of A 
through 
p--ad(A)= n P 
Pt Spec A 
and the nilradical n - rad(A) of A to be the largest nil-two-sided ideal of A. 
In general [4,26.5] we have n- rad(A) zp- rad A with equality 
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[12, II, 2.51 for a p.i. ring. Now if A is a ring on which a Lie algebra g acts 
by derivations we conclude from [3,3.3.2] that the minimal prime ideals of 
A are g invariant. In particular p - rad(A) is g invariant. Combining these 
observations we obtain 
LEMMA. Let A be an g-ring. The nilradical of A is g invariant. 
4.4. We now prove the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION. Let A be an o-ring. The nilradical of A is nilpotent. 
Set N = n - rad(A). If A, is a subring of A then trivially 
A, n N c n - rad(A ,) and of course A, is also p.i. Thus if A, is finitely 
generated over k, we conclude from [ 1 ] that n - rad(A,) is nilpotent and 
hence that A, n N is nilpotent. (Of course since we are in characteristic 
zero and since we could also show that A satisfies a Capelli identity we do 
not need the full power of Braun’s theorem and indeed Razmyslov’s 
original version [ 13, Theorem 31 would do.) 
Now take M= A in 2.5 and let 52’ be the subset of Q(A) in its con- 
clusion. Since Q’ is finite it follows from 2.l(iii) that 
K:= @ A,, 
/IER 
is a finite dimensional subspace of A. Let A, be the subalgebra of A 
generated by K. As observed above, A, n N is nilpotent, say (A, n N), = 0, 
consequently no non-zero element of A, n N can be written as a product of 
more than n factors of elements of A, n N. 
Since N is g invariant, so is N’ for each I E N +. Let us compute Q(N’). In 
this it is enough to take products of weight vectors in N. Set 
L= 0 A, 
p.sR(A)-R’ 
and let A, be the subalgebra of A generated by L. Then a typical product 
of weights of N’ takes (at worse) the form ale, b,.,aP,b,,, . . . . b,,, ,a,, with aP, a 
product of li terms in A, n N, b,,, a product of 1; terms in A, n N where 
I=~l,+Cl~. Taking 13n, it follows that r 32. By construction, 
v, E tJQ(A) - Q’) for some positive integer ti and either pin Sz’ or 
~,EQ(A)-Q’. Then by 2.5 the set of all such weights cannot exhaust 
Q(N’) unless N’ = 0. We conclude that N” = 0, as required. 
Remark. As pointed out to me by Amitsur even for A commutative, the 
nilradical N of A can satisfy N* = N. Indeed consider the commutative ring 
with generators rO, rl, rz,... and relations ri = 0, rf = rip,, Vi 3 1. This 
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cannot happen in an O-ring because the ri would have to lie in the zero 
weight space which is finite dimensional. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let A be an o-ring. The set P of minimal primes of A is 
finite. 
Otherwise P,, P, n P,, P, A P, n P3, . . . . P, E P is an infinite strictly 
decreasing family of g submodules of A, which contradicts that A has finite 
length as a g module. 
4.6. Let A be an O-ring. It is clear that the centre Z(A) of A is a g sub- 
module of A and hence an O-ring. 
LEMMA. Suppose A is semiprime. Then Z(A) # 0. Furthermore, Z(A) is 
semiprime and in particular admits no non-zero nilpotent elements. 
By 4.1, A is a semiprime pi. ring and the conclusion Z(A) # 0 (which is 
well known) can be read off from [14, 1.11.51. (In a little more detail, A 
can be embedded [14, 1.1 1.101 in a reduced ring A’ with identity which is 
semisimple. Then Z(A) = 0 implies Z(A’) = k and so by [ 14, 5.1.61 A’ 
(hence A) is finite dimensional over k. Consequently A is semisimple, 
Artinian and admits an identity contradicting Z(A) = 0.) 
For the second part, we may apply 4.4 to the Co-ring Z(A). Alternatively 
apply 4.5 and [14, 1.7.341 to the semiprime p.i. ring A. 
5. SEMIPRIME O-RINGS 
5.1. Let k be of characteristic zero and A an O-ring over k. Here we 
analyse the structure of A when A is semiprime. Our first result (the proof 
of which follows closely that of [3,, 3.4.21) shows that we may assume k 
algebraically closed without a significant loss of generality-recalling also 
that the simple objects of 0 are absolutely simple. Indeed let k’ be a Galois 
extension of k with Galois group r and set A’ = A Ok k’ which is clearly an 
Co-ring (of the same length as A as a g module). 
LEMMA. If A is semiprime, then so is A’. If A is prime, then r permutes 
transitively the minimal primes of A’. 
It is elementary that r permutes the minimal primes of A’. Consequently 
N’ :=p - rad(A’) is r stable and hence of the form N’ = NQk k’ for some 
two-sided ideal N of A. Yet N’ is nilpotent by 4.4 and consequently so is N. 
If A is semiprime, we conclude that N = 0 and so N’ = 0. This proves the 
first part. 
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Let P’ denote the set of minimal primes of A’. As in [3, 3.4.1(i)] if P’ E P’ 
then P’ n A E Spec A. By the first part A’ is semiprime and so 
n (pjnA)=( n P+A=o. 
FE P’ P’ E P’ 
Since card P’ < co (4.5) the primeness of A implies that P’ n A = 0 for some 
P’ E P’. Consider 
K’ = n Y(~f). 
yer 
Then K’ is of the form KOk k’, where K is a two-sided ideal of A and 
K=K’nA=O 
whence K’ = 0. This proves the second part. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let A be a semiprime O-ring. Then 
A= & Ai, 
i= I 
where each Ai is a semiprime g submodule of A with centre Z(Ai) completely 
prime. Moreover, each Ai admits an identity. 
Set Z = Z(A) which is non-zero and an O-ring with no nonzero nilpotent 
elements (4.6). By 2.2, Z” is a non-zero, finite dimensional algebra over k 
with no non-zero nilpotent elements. Hence Z” is a finite direct sum of 
fields. In particular Z” admits an identity 1 and finitely many pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents ei: i= 1, 2, . . . . 1 satisfying 
Now let e be any central idempotent of A. For each XE g we have 
X(e2) = 2e(Xe) = Xe and so e(Xe) = 0, whence Xe = 0. 
To show that 1 is an identity of A it is enough to show that 
K:={aEAIla=O}=O. Assume K#O. Set A,={aEAIla=a). Then 
A = A i @ K and A, K = 0. Thus if L is a non-zero ideal of K, it is also an 
ideal of A and so cannot be nilpotent by the semiprimeness of A. We con- 
clude that K is a semiprime p.i. ring and so Z(K) # 0 by 4.6. Yet Z(K) c Z 
and obviously K, hence Z(K) is g submodule of A. Then 0 # Z(K)” c Z” by 
2.2, whereas 1 which is the identity of Z” acts by zero on Z(K)“. This con- 
tradiction proves that K = 0. 
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We conclude that A is a finite direct sum of the g submodules e,A which 
are obviously semiprime subrings with identity e,. Finally 
(Z(e,A))” = (e,Z(A))” = e,Z(A)” is a field. Since n acts locally nilpotently, 
we conclude from say [7, Sect. 23 that Z(eiA) is completely prime. 
5.3. In the remainder of this section we shall assume the base field k to 
be algebraically closed. 
PROPOSITION. Let A he a semiprime O-ring whose centre Z(A) is com- 
pletely prime. Then there exists a parabolic subalgebra pBC r> b with Levi 
decomposition pez = rBS @ m,. such that 
A s A”lr ok Z(A). (*I 
Moreover, A”lB is a simple ring finite dimensional over k and rBC stable. 
Since 0 # Z(A)” is finite dimensional and completely prime, it is one 
dimensional. Hence by 3.6 there exists B’ c B such that Z(A) z 6M,.(p). In 
particular Z(A)‘“, reduces to scalars. Since m,. acts locally nilpotently in A 
we obtain (*) by appropriate application of Taylor’s lemma (cf. 
[7, Sect. 23). In particular A is a free Z(A) module. Since Z(A) is 
noetherian and A is semiprime p.i., it follows by Formanek’s theorem 
[14, 5.1.61 that A has a finite rank as a free Z(A) module and so AmB’ is 
finite dimensional over k. It is obviously a semiprime subalgebra of A and 
rB, stable. Hence A”‘B is semisimple, Artinian with centre reduced to 
scalars. Consequently A”lB is a simple ring. This proves the proposition. 
5.4. We may easily describe the simple ring A”IB occurring in the con- 
clusion of 5.3. Let B denote the connected, simply connected algebraic 
group with Lie algebra rB,. Since dim A”IB is finite dimensional, the action 
of rg, lifts to an action of 9. Now we can write A”lF = End,E for some 
finite dimensional k vector space E. Then the Skolem-Noether theorem 
assigns to each r E B? a unique automorphism cp(r) E End,E such that 
r.a = cp(r) acp(r) -’ for all a E ArB’. Clearly the map r++ cp(r) is an 
endomorphism of @ into GL(E, k). We conclude that A”‘# identifies with 
End,E for some finite dimensional (not necessarily simple) rBs module E. 
5.5. Let E be the rB. module occurring in the conclusion of 5.4. Extend E 
to a U(p,) module by letting m, act trivially. Consider the prime ring 
A := End E Ok 644,.(p) as a pB module for the diagonal action. 
LEMMA. The action of pe, on A extends in a unique fashion to an action 
of g. As a g module A identifies with &U(g)@,,,,., End E). Moreover A 
admits an O-ring structure. 
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Existence and the last part is provided by the construction in 3.5. 
Uniqueness. Suppose A is a g module structure extending the action of 
per. Then A satisfies 2.1(i), 2.l(iii) and so by [3, 7.8.151 any finitely 
generated submodule of A lies in the 0 category. We conclude that A is a 
direct sum (possibly infinite) of objects in 0. Yet we can compute the 
formal character [3, 7.51 of A and from our knowledge of the simple 
objects in 0 it easily follows that A E 060. Since A”IB = End E it follows 
from 2.4 that GA/nt,. 6A = End E and then by weight space decompositions 
we conclude that 6A is generated by U(m,,) over End E. Furthermore, by 
comparing formal characters we easily conclude that 6A is isomorphic to 
U(m,)@ End E as a U(m; Or,,) module. Yet End E is a U(p,.) 
submodule of 6A and by universality we obtain a surjective map 
W-dOli~PB~ End E -+ 6A of U(g) modules, which is injective as a map of 
U(m, @ rB.) modules. This proves the lemma. 
5.6. Take B’ c B and let E be a finite dimensional nes module in which 
mB, acts by zero. In view of 3.6 and 5.3-5.5, we conclude that 
A := End E @6M,.(p) admits a unique non-trivial g-ring structure with 
centre 6&I,.(p) having non-trivial multiplication. As in 3.6 we shall just 
write End E @GM,.(p) to denote the resulting O-ring (which is obviously 
a prime ring). We have proved the 
THEOREM. (i) Every semiprime U-ring is a finite direct sum of prime 
P-rings. 
(ii) Every prime o-ring takes the form End E @ 6M,.(p) where E is a 
f&zite dimensional peS module in which mBC acts trivially. 
Remark. In particular a semiprime O-ring is finitely generated as a 
ring-a fact which is not a priori obvious. 
Note ridded in proof: This is to answer two criticisms of Dixmier. The first is to show that 
A :=6M,(p) admits a unique upto isomorphism algebra structure for which A” is integral. 
The proof in 3.6 fixes certain elements p -?: y E R+ ~ R’+ of 6M,(p) and shows that they 
freely generate A as a polynomial ring. Now let ply: y E R+ - R’+ denote these same elements 
of A but in which a different algebra structure is possible. Then cp(p-,) =pLy defines a ring 
isomorphism; but we must still show that this is a g module isomorphism. Suflice it to say that 
it is enough to check this assertion on generators and that it is obviously an h module 
isomorphism. One shows that for any monomial llzd in the X-,: a E B of weight 6 and any 
weight vector a_, E A that m,cp(a-,) = cp(m8am,) by increasing induction on 1.~1 (notation 4.2) 
and decreasing induction on deg md, noting that A” reduces to scalars and that the assertion 
is trivial for 6 6 E and can be checked for 6 = E by comparison of terms. (For the last part we 
reduce to a-, of degree 1 and use the explicit formulae for pm,.) Finally one checks that 
X,cp(a_,,) = cp(X,u-,): 6 E R+ by applying the X-,: a E B and by using increasing induction 
on 161 + Ial. 
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Second, to justify the penultimate sentence of 1.6 we need the following 
LEMMA. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and U a semiprime quotient of U(g). Let 
M be an ad g invariant subspace of Fract U. If M2 = 0, then M = 0. 
Let e be a minimal non-zero central idempotent of Fract U. As in 5.2 one checks that e is 
ad CJ invariant. Then replacing M by eM reduces to the assertion to the prime case. Set I= 
{ UE (il Mu = 0). This is a two-sided ideal of U containing U n MU. If M #O, then 
Un MU#O and so by Goldie’s theorem, I contains a regular element of U which in turn 
implies that M=O. 
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